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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a system that summarizes the opinions in
the massive and complex blogosphere by finding the most
influential blogs with highly innovative opinions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Blog is a self-publishing media on the Web that has been
growing quickly and becoming more and more popular [1].
Blogs allow millions of people to easily publish, read, respond,
and share their ideas, experiences and expertise. The
blogosphere is a fruitful media for us to understand people’s
responses to events, and gather customers’ opinions on products
and services. Thus it is important to have a tool to find and
summarize the most informative and influential opinions from
the massive and complex blogosphere.
Social influence describes the phenomenon by which the
behavior of an individual is directly or indirectly affected by the
thoughts, feelings, and actions of others in a population [2].
Such influence is present and plays an important role in the
blogosphere. The conversation in the blogosphere usually starts
from innovators, who initiate ideas and opinions; then followers
are primarily influenced by the opinions of these innovators.
Thus the opinions of the influential innovators represent the
millions of blogs and thousands of conversations on any given
topic.
As an example, Figure 1(a) illustrates how seven blogs link
to each other when they publish their opinions. Blogs A, B, C,
and D discuss the same topic – e.g. how to share videos in
YouTube. Then Blog E initiates the discussion of Google’s
acquiring YouTube, and links to blogs A and C to describe the
background of YouTube. Following blog E, blogs F and G start
to discuss this acquisition news. In this example, blog A and
blog E are the influential blogs with innovative opinions. They
also highly influence the opinions of other blogs. The opinions
from blog A and E are the most representative and provide an
overview of the opinions in the blog network. A summarization
of this blog network in Figure 1(b) captures these influential
blogs with innovative opinions.
In this demo, we summarize the blogosphere by capturing
the most influential blogs with highly innovative opinions.
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Figure 1: A motivating example

2. SYSTEM
Figure 2 provides an overall block diagram of our system.
For a given query, the related blogs are first retrieved. Then
retrieved blogs are ranked by how influential each blog to others
and how innovative the opinions are in it. Following that,
summarization is obtained by utilizing the ranking results.
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Figure 2: The overall block diagram of the system
In our system, given a query, we first show a blog network
where nodes represent the blogs that discuss this query and edges
represent the links among blogs embedded in entries. Figures 3(a)
and (b) show the results when queries are “YouTube” and “Iraq”
respectively.

(a) The retrieved blog network given the query “YouTube”

(b) The retrieved blog network given the query “Iraq”

Figure 3: Retrieved blog networks: nodes represent blogs,
edges represent entry links
After retrieving the blog network, we rank the top blogs
using our InfluenceRank algorithm [4], in which blogs are ranked
by how important they are to other blogs as well as the novelty of
the information they contribute to the network. Information
novelty of one blog is measured as the average information

novelty of the entries in this blog compared to other entries which
link to them. Figure 4 illustrates the top 10 blogs detected by our
algorithm and PageRank [3]. Compared to PageRank, our
InfluenceRank algorithm selects more influential blogs with novel
information. As an example, given query “YouTube”,
http://www.captainsquartersblog.com/mt/ is ranked as 2nd by
PageRank, while it gets demoted to 6th by our InfluenceRank
algorithm because its information novelty is relatively low (0.73).

Figure 4: Top-ranked blogs given query “YouTube”, where IN
denotes “Information Novelty” in the range of [0, 1]
The top-ranked blogs capture the influential opinions thus
provide a summary of the opinions regarding a query in the
blogosphere. The number of blogs that these top-ranked blogs
could influence in the network should be a good indicator of
how good the summary is. We introduce the concept of
coverage due to this intuition. In the blogosphere, coverage of a
set of blogs is measured as how many blogs can either directly
or indirectly reach the selected blogs by following any path of
links. Intuitively, top-ranked blogs detected by InfluenceRank
are novel information contributors, and thus they tend to be
scattered instead of focused in the network. As a result,
important blogs detected by InfluenceRank tend to have a better
coverage comparing to those detected by PageRank. Figure 5
confirms these points and demonstrates that the top-ranked blogs
detected by InfluenceRank tend to be more scattered in the
network than those detected by PageRank. Furthermore, topranked blogs detected by InfluenceRank tend to have a higher
coverage comparing to those detected by PageRank.
After obtaining the top-ranked blogs, our system summarizes
the blog network by using the opinions from the important
entries in top-ranked blogs to capture the influential and
innovative opinions on a given query in the blogosphere. Figure
6 provides our story summarization result given query
“YouTube”. We also highlight the text mentioning this query.

(c) Top 4 blogs retrieved by
PageRank, coverage = 47

(d) Top 4 blogs retrieved by
our algorithm, coverage = 47

(e) Top 10 blogs retrieved by
PageRank, coverage = 54

(f) Top 10 blogs retrieved by
our algorithm, coverage = 57

Figure 5: Blog network summarization results given query
“YouTube”. Dark red nodes represent top-ranked blogs,
orange nodes represent blogs that directly or indirectly linked
to the top-ranked blogs, and white nodes represent others.

Figure 6: Opinion summarization result given query
“YouTube”
In our demonstration, a blog summarization system is
presented that leverages influential blogs to capture the opinions
in the massive and complicated blogosphere. Influential blogs
create innovative opinions that affect other blogs, and thus are a
good source for summarization. Our system uses an
InfluenceRank algorithm to identify the influential blogs. The
summarization derived from the influential blogs provides a more
diverse and comprehensive summary of opinions in the
blogosphere.
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